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SS years old woman diagnosed as having diabetes mellitus was admitted due to poor

glycemic control while on insulin therapy.

l.l Name two (02) investigations to identify the poor control of diabetes mellitus. ('10 marks)
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1.2 Briefly mention how you would advise her on. insulin injection technique using.an iqsqlin
pe!. (40 marks)
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1.3 Name three (03) complications of diabetes mellitus. (15 marks)

1.4 Briefly mention how you would advise her on foot care. (35 marks)
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.A 45-year-old wornan was admiued with extreme tiredness and constipqtionr She is

wearing a sweater although it is a warm day outside' She has been on a medications for

hypothyroidism and ran out of those a few rnonths ago' She never refilled the prescription'

vitals signs are temperature 96oF. Pulse rate 58/min, Blood pressur€ 100/60mmHg'

RespiratorY rate I 2/min

2.lWritetwo(02)nursingdiagnosesforthispatient(l0marks)
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provide to this patient regarding medication therapy

2.3 State three (03) advices that you can

(10 marks)
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2.4 List five (5) clinicar features of parkinson,s disease? (signs o, ,yrptorr)'''', '" ' '

(t5 marks)

2.5 ,I;istthe three (3) complications of parkinson's disease,' (15 marks)
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o 2.6 State five (5) management or treatment methods.t' (Zo marks)
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l]. A 25-year old farmer admittef,,

'laaitionio that he was comPlaind

body ache.
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3.3 State 3 Nursing Diagnoses'
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3.4 Briefly explain 4 nursing interventions which are useful for this patie.nt. (40 marks) ' :
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4.

An umrscious patient is bought,to the emergency departmentby his friends oomplaining that

tle hp ipgestqd a poison with a suicidal intent.

4.1 List the information you want to obtain in the history from his friends regarding the

poisoning episode. (20 marks)
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4.3 You suspect organophosphate poisoning in this patient. List five (5) clinical fteffu
, are seen in organophosphate poisoning. (25 marks)
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4.4 Briefly describe the management of organophosphate poisoning. (25 rnarks)


